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All altempt is made to classify nucIear methods on a logical basis to facilitate assimilation by the technologi:;t. Thc thNe main groups 
:m' : (I) Tracer mcthods, (11) Mcthods based on the influence of absorbers on radiatiolls to be measurcd, and (IIT) Radiation chemi
cal methods. The variants of the first two groups are discussed in some detail, and typical examples are gi yen. Group I can be sub
Ilivided into (1) Indicator methods, (2) Emanation methods, (3) Radioreagent methods, and (4) Isotope dilution methods, Group II 

into (5) Activation methods, (6) A~orption methods, (7) Induced Nuclear Reaction ~ethods, (8) Scattcring thethods, and (9) Fluores
ccnce r{J;thodS. While the economic benefits due to nucIear methods already run into hUildreds of millions ci'Fdollars anllually, owin;:: 
to radiation protection problems radiochemical methods in thc stri~t sense are not widely used in actual productioll. It is suggested 
~hat more use should be made of pilot plant tracer studies of chemical processes as us:!d in industry. -
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1 ~ Introduction. vapour in <1ir - a problem in industnal hygIene - can be mea-
sured, after freezing it out, through its activity provided the liquid 
mercury exposed to the air has been labelied (1 3). «Radioactive 
purity testing. in the preparation of pure reage nts and in ana lytical 
separations involves addition of a likely impurity in labelIed form 
!o the mother substance and measurement of the· activ ity remaining 
III the end product (14, 15). A case in point woul,d be the determi
nation of lhe potassium conlent of rubidium salls after addition 
of radiopotass ium to the starting material. 

The application of nuelear methods to technology has 'become 
so widespread and diverse that it has become difficult for the 
tech nologist to find his way in Ihis field. Elsewhere these methods 
have been classified <lccording to technical branches (/-4). For 
insta~, the methods applied in mining or in the industry of 
.plast ics have been collected . Here we shall rather altem pt to 
develop <l natural, i. e. , logical , classification according to the physi
cal and chemic<ll principles involved . 

Tndicator methods are also useful in the determination of 
Broadly speaking, th'ere are three groups of nuclear methods physico-chemica l data, e. g., of small solubilities of sa lts in wate I' 

in technology. F irst , the possibility may be exploited to follow the (16) or of water in oils (77). The .radioactive compound is equili-
path of radioactively « labelIed • (or « tagged .) atoms by measure- brated with the solvent, and the activity of the solution is measured. 
ment of radiation (tracer methods). A distinction between the For sensitive measurement of vapour pressures, dynamic methods 
labelIed atoms and the normal atoms is always possible, and there- are preferred ; a current oE inert gas (known volume) carries along 
fore this path may be followed even in presence of an enormous the vapour of the labelIed sampIe, this is condensed and measu reel 
excess of inact ive atoms of the sa me chemical kind. Tncidentally, (18) I d' I . J? Icator m~t lOds have also been ap pli ed to the study of 
isotope effccts (chemica l differences belween isotopes) may. be adsorptIon (19), IIlcludIng that of surface-active agents on the 
considered as negli gible except in the case of hydrogen. Thc interface liquid-gas (20, 21) . 

. variants 9f this group of methods are mentioneel in sections 2-5 of /) ~ _ • 
this Survey. Mixing and separation ~·asl often been followed afte r making {-f~ 

While in the first group the radiation is used only to find the one compc:>nent radwactlve (22). Thus in dislillation the; efficiency . 
of separatIOn of hydrocarbons or lhe importance of entrainment 

labelIed atoms, a second group of methods is based on the inf luence can be checked by introducing one of the components in labelIed 
of absorbers on radi at ions to be measureel (activation, absorption, form anel. meas~ring the activity of the product (23). Similarly, 
scattering, instantancous emission of secondary radiation). These losses In Industnal processes can be invest igated. For instance, the 
effects are ll sed to ge t information about the qU<lnlity, the chemical fate of the catalyst platinl1m in nitric aciel prodllction from ammonia 
composition and the distribution of the inleracting substance 
(sections 6-10). has been followed after activating the platinum wire net with 

Thirdly, interaction with rad iation may lead to more or less neutrons (24). 
permanent changes in matter. For instance, electrical charges may Indicator methods are valuable in the measurement of wear 
be genera ted and currents may be produced. Chemical reactions (25). The attack of the hot contents of blast furnaces on the 
may 9..;;: indllced 01' promoted (0 rad iations ch emistry .) (5-10). When lining is detected throu gh the di sappearance of built-in pellets of 
occllIj ng in living matter, these chemical reactions may influence radiocobalt. The wear of machine parts previously made radio~ 
its properties, or kill it (0 radiation biology.) (l0- 12). The thirel active, e.g. , of components of combustion engines, may be' measured 
group will be exclllCleel from the present Survey. . . during operation in different conditions by letting the lubricating 

Common features of nllclear methods (Ihere are except ionsf oil with the suspeneled raelioac.t i~e l iltters! pass a sci ntill alion. coun~ HJ>tit 
howcvcr) are simpli cil y, scnsitivity, non-elcstrllctivcness, inelepen~ ter .. Thc wear of tyres~ co~taIllIng radIOlracer. may be estlmateel 
dp'nce of th c milieu, suitability for :lulomalion. Often the mcasure - rnpldly through the radlO<lctlv lty plcked up by a test rOlld. 
ments yiclcl no absolutc data, and lherefore calibration experiments LabelIed material is used in many ways for the determination 
are needed to convert relative into absolute figures; this need will of the porosity and penneability of rock or oil strata (26). Solutions 
not be specifically mentioned in every instance in this Survey. of radioactive salts are applied to establish underground connections 

. 2. Indicator Mcthods. 

Indicator methods are based on the principle that the move
ment of substances, after tagging, may be detected or followed by 
radiation measurement. This principle has found much application 
in chemical . analysis. For instance! the concentration of !l1ercury 

between water courses; precf\utions have to be taken against losses 
of tracer through precipitation 01' adsorption. Radioactive solutions 
01' water containing tritium also serve to find connections between _ 
oil wells. In the study of the underground gasifica tion of coal, 
radioactive inert gas may ' by injected into the current of air so that 
passage times and short circuit connections may be found. 
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A number of isotopic methods are available for flow velocitie;- ' 
of liquids in pipes and natural water courses, and, to alesseI' extent, 
of gases in pipes (27) . These methods are rapid and sensitive, they 
are applicable to dirty and corrosive fluids, and the flow is not 
appreciably disturbed. In the «two-point method -, - the transit 
between the points of injection and of detection is timed. In the 
«dilution method., the dilution of the stream by a continuous 
current of radioactive fluid is measured . In the « total count 
method» (28) the integral of the count at one point after a single 
injection of tracer is determined ; this integral is inversely propor
tional to the speed of flow. 

The velocity of suspended matter maya iso be obtained . Thus 
in the paper pulp industry the movement of wood chips has been 
followed after labelling them individual ly (29), and similarly the 
movement of radioactive beads of catalysts has been measured in 
cracking plants (30). 

The j li gh- ncss! of tubes, containers, etc. is cheeked sensiti.vely 
with radlOactive gases 01' liquids. Even the smallest holes betray 
themselves through leakage of active matter; it is detected after 
rinsing the space in tb which the tracer has been introduced (31). 

3. Emanation Mctho<ls. 

A mother substance (e. g., radium) of a radioactive inert gas 
(radon) may be incorporated into asolid , anel the rate of elcape 
of this gas (emanating power) measured in different conditiont' For 
instance, temperature, humidity of the air, 01' the opportunity for 
chemical interaction may be varied. An inerease in emanating 
power points to a loosening of the lattice (32). 

For instance, in the heating ' of calcium carbonate peaks of the 
emanating power are obse rved in the transitions from aragonite to 
calcite (500°C) and from calcite to calcium oxide (920 "C) (33). 
The formation of spineis from their components also shows up 
through maxima of emanating power (34). 

J'he emanation method has proved its worth in the industrial 
laboratory in the study of the behaviour of components for ceramic 
materials, glass melts etc., as weIl aso in the investigation of reac
tions between solids and gases, 01' solids and sol ids (35). 

In another group of methods (<< reverse isotope dilution»), the 
substance to be determined is itself radioaeti.ve, and the yield in the 
separation is obtained by 'addition of a known amount (Iarge excess) 
of inactive carrier, isolation of carrier plus radioactive compound 
and comparison with the amount of carrier added ; the amoun; 
of the radioaetive substance can be neglected against that of the 
carrier. For instance, a radioactive trace element (example : cobalt) 
that has been added to deficient soil can be recovered , in less than 
100 % yield, by chemical methods together with inactive cobalt 
salt later introduced as a carrier. The determination of yield is 
carried out on the inaetive cobalt, e. g., by weighl ing or spectro-
graphy. L. 

Reverse isotope dilution can also' be applied to chemical com
pounds. In experiments on the metabolism of labelIed pesticides in 
warm-blooded animals, it is usually impossihle to isol ate a meta
boHte from an organ in 100 % yield. However, the compound in 
inactive form, as a carrier, may be mixed with the sampIe, there
after reextracted, and the yie ld in separation again obtained by 
ordinary chemical analysis. . 

The isotope dilution principle is used in industry to estimate 
volumes that are not conveniently accessible. Thus the voluille of 
slag in metall urgical processes can be foun d by addition of a tracer 
in known activity, withdrawal of a si ag sa mpie after thorouoh 
n~ix~ng, and determination of the activity per unit volum~ (29, 45). 
Slmllarly, the volume of the lIquld metal phase over lsölidifying 
meta I can be estlmated on the basis of the justified assumption that 
added tracer will distribute itself over the liquid only (46). 

. In dispersal studie~ in applied entoillology the inseet popula
tion . IL a reasonably Isolated area can be obtained by isotope 
dIlution. A known number of labelIed animals, e. g., mosquitoes, 
are set free, after « mixing» with the natural population a sampie 
IS eaptured, and the proportion of radioactive animals determined. 
The total J1llmber of insects in the area is then obtai ned by dividing 
the number of aetive animals originally set free by the said pro
portion (47). 

6. Activation M ethods. 

In all methods described up to here use is made of preformed 
4. Radioreagent Methods. :'adioactive subs~ance. In contrast, activation analysis (48, 49),-

I 
mvolves converSlOn of a nuclide in a sampIe into a radioactive 

Indicator and em anation methods can only be applied when species . b,Y i~radiation.' mostly ~ith slow neutrons. Ceteris paribus, 
the material of interest is initially under the control of the inves- I the actIvlty mduced IS proportIOnal to the amount of the nuclide .. 
ti ga tor and can be labelied by him to adesired and known extent. Non-destr~ctive measurement directly on the irradiated sampie is 
To extend th~ advantages of radiochemistry to other systems, often posslble. In other cases, namely when the concentration of 
so-called « radlOreagent methods » have been developed in analysis . the elements is too small 01' when interference by other nuclides is 
Usually the radioreagent methods make lI se of a stoichiometric prohibitive, chemical separation after irradiation is needed. To faci-
reaction between an object and a radioactive sllbstance (36). litate separation, inactive carriers may be added, and the yield in 

For instance, for the determination of the iodine numbcr aseparation determined by reverse isotope di~on. . 
vegetable oil may be reacted with radioiodine of known specific . When different nuclides are activated l discrimination may be 
activi!y, excess reagent removed, and the amount uf iodine taken Jmproved hy judicious choice of irradiation and «cooling-down» 

. u.p calculated from the activity of the product (37). Several analy- 1(' A t ' 1 h d In1e. C Ivatlon analY::iI:S J;:' U1LCII vALJ CIIIC; I Y ~C;JI<:)IU ' V'" - aIIlVUIlI,." 

lIca met 0 s based on titration with radioactive reagents have been of 10' " grams of an element and less can be measured - and 
I 2932 lends itself weil to automation. In certain eases, other projectiles 
deseribed. Thus lead may be precipitated with radioactive phos- than slow neutrons are prMerred for activat ion : fast neutrons fast 
phate; after the equ ivalence point the rad ioactivity of the super- ions 01' photons. L ' 
natant increases (38). A fully automatie procedure for the measu- Trace analysis in metals, alloys and minerals is an example. 
rement of phosph ate in boiler feed water has also been given (39). Thus after exposing electrolytie magnesium to the neutrons in a 
. Surface regions of sulfidic minerals that a~sorb the (labelled) reactor for 4 weeks, many impurities could be determined in ppm 
collector xanthate in flotation can be located bY autoradiography amounts and less (50). Several hundred papers have been publish-
(40), and finger prints of faded marks on paper may be brought ed alone on activation analysis of semi-eonduetor materials (5/). 
into contact with areagent (e. g., radioactive silver salt) and made The spatial distribution of elements can also be found by acti-
visible by autoradiography (4/). vation, e. g., in alloys, minerals 01' saillpies frolll living objects. 
5. Isotope Dilution Mcthods. Autoradiography is a IllOst useful mcthod of measurement in this 

type of work. 
Thc isotope dilution principle has first becn uscd in areact ion 

of analytical importanee : The anod ic deposition of smal l amounts Activation logging is a potentially important l1lethod in oil 
of lead from nitric acid was incomplete, but the yield could be drilling (52). Either a «natu ral» neutron suurce (containing a 
obtained by using labelI ed lead and measuring the activ ity of the I radioactive nuclide) 01' a specially devised neutron generator (ion 
deposit. By dividing the weight ·of the deposit by the yield, th e accelerator with suitable. neutron-emitt!ng t~rget) is lowered into 
total amount of lead in the system could be computed (42) . the bore-hole. The chemlcal elements In the rock strata are then 

r; 

recognized either by the half-lives 01' by the energy of the gamma-
Many isotope dilution methods have been proposed for sys- . mys of the radioactive J1llcJides fOl'med in them. . Nt 7' 

tems where low yields are due to the difficulties in the separation I L " 
of similar substances. Cases in point are analyses of rare earth 7. Induced ~uclear ~action Mcthods. ,.. 
elements, of amino acids, of fatty acids, of sugars, of antibiotics 01' t:.:-
of pesticides (43, 44). In activation methods, induced radioactivity is measured i. e. I 

delayed emission of radiation is observed. Measurement the~efor~ ' 
c.e.l 
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follows irradintion. Tn another group of methods, the nuclear reac- -
tions are detected immediately, i. e., during irradiation. 

Such reactions are used for the analys is of boron (53) or ura
nium (54). On exposure of these elements ' to slow neutrons, fast 
ions are produced, and these are registered with ionization cham
bers, scintillation counters or photographie emulsions. For the 
analysis of beryllium, the neutrons may be counted that are emitted 
during irradiation with y-rays (55). 

In « neutron-gamma logging » (56) the gamma-rays are count
ed that are emitted in a bore hole either on capture of neutrons 
from a source, or 'as a consequcnce of their slowing-down in 
inelastic eollisions. Again, information about the chemical compo
sition of the rock is obtained from the analysis of this radiation. 

8. Absorption Mcthods. 
In methods based on the absorption of neutrons, slow neutrons 

take the first place beeause their absorption by chemieal elements 
is highly selective. For instance, boron absorbs slow neut rons so 
llluch more strongly than other elements normally present in glasses 
that their rapid non-destructive analysis for horon is feasible (57) . 

Moreover, many methods for chemical analysis by absorption 
of ß-rays or photons exi st (58). The analysis of hydrocarbons for 
carbon and hydrogen with ß-rays (59) and for sulphur with X-rays 
from a radioactive souree (60) are notable examples. 

10. Fluorcsccllcc Methods. 

Fluoreseence radiation may be . em iHec1 from the extranuclear 
region of an atom as a eonsequence of the impact of high-energy 
rays. In particular, the characteristic X-radiation of the target 
material may be measllred after , exeitation by nllclear ·radiation. 
Such methods are used both fo r ehemieal analysis and for the 
measurement of the thickness of layers (72. 73). 

For instanee, tbe y-radiation from tungsten 18 1 has been used 
for the rapid determination of molybdenllJ11 in catalysts of the oil 
industry through its X-ray filloreseence (74), and the thickness of 
tin in tinplate has been obtained on irradiation with bremsstrahlung 
from a tritium-zirconium target within 30 seconds ,~f an accuracy 
of 1 percent (75, 76). 

11. Final Rcmarks. 
The savings or profits due to the industrial applications of 

nucJear science now run into hundreds of millions of dollars per 
year (77, 78). The widely used metbods include nuelear gauging, 
nuclear logging, and measurement of flow, wear and tightness. 
However, it is characteristic of most of these applications that rio 
chemical reaetions are involved. Thus little use is made of radio
chemistry in the strict sense as c1efined by P aneth - cbem istry of 
substances that are detected through their radi ations. 

Only in the analytical and research laboratories are radioche
mical reactions applied or studied. Respect for the heal th hazard 
has in most cases prevented the introduction of radionllclides into 
the flow of substances in actual production - although use of 
shortlived nuclides and low-Ievel counting methods would redllce 
the dangers . Consequently the · benefits. that might be derived from 
a study, with tracers, of the progress of the ehemical reactions and 

In the faetory, levels of liquids in containers are' measured 
through the absorption of a beam of photons. This method is 
applieable to hot, corrosive and poisonous liquids, and the level 
may be controlIed automatieally on the basis of the results (61, 62). 
Radioactive relays (I imiting switches) based on the absorption of 
photon beams are used to prevent collisions (61). The correctness 
of assembly of parts in a deviee may be checked by measuring the 
absorption of a photon beam along a predetermined line (<< critieal 
radia~n path ») (63). 

, of the approach to' equilibrium have . escaped industry (see also,79). 

Thickness gauging with ionizing rays has found wide appliea
ti on in industry (64). No physical contact with the sheet - metal, 
plastie, paper, etc. - is involved, and therefore absorption is inde
pendent of small variations in the position of the sheet relative to 
source and l11easuring instrument. Indication is instantaneous, and 
consequently immediate (automatie) adjustment of the thickness is 
possible. 

Radiography with radioaetive sourer, now very widely prac
ticed in industry, is also based in absorption of photons, but this 
ean only be mentioned here. 

9. Scattcring Mcthods. 
Hydrogen scatters slow neutrons with an exceptionally high 

. « eross-section » (probability) . Therefore sm all contents of hydrogen 

in a material ean be estimated through the seattering-out of slow 
neutrons from a beam. Much more important is the measurement 
of hydrogen through elastie scattering with slowing-down of ~ast 
neutrons. This method is used on a large sc ale for the determll1a
tion fo moisture in l;eljct!, building materials , etc. (65). Slowed-down 
neutrons in oil bore holes indicate the presenee of hydrogen (neu 
tron-neutron logging) (66). A distinction between water and oi l, 
i. e., adetermination of the « oil-water eontact », may be based on 
the fact that water in soil is always saline, and that chlorine absorbs 
neutrons that are fully slowed down (<< thermal neut rons») more 
strongly than other elements present. 

Many methods used in thc an alytieal laboratOl'y rely on scat
tering. For instancc, the back-seattering of ß- rays has been uscd 
to determinc mctals in pharmaccuticals (67). 

Tbiekness gauging mayaiso be carricd out by mcasuring 
scattered ratber than transmitted radiation (68) . Tbis varian t is 
particularly useful when the sheet consists of two layers. Thus the 
thickness of the tin layer of tinplate will express itself more 
strongly in the back-scattered tban in the transmitted ß-radiation 
(69). 

The density of loose material ~an be derived . from photon 
scattering tests. Thus both the denstty and the mOl sture of c?al 
dust sand, etc. ean be obtained quickly by observing the scattenng 
of photons and neutrons (70). In oil drill ing the density of the. H?ck 
may be obtained from the intensity of scattere? gamma-radIatIon 
from a radioactive source (gamma-gamma loggmg) (71). 

Progress may, however, be anticipated in the use of pilot plants for 
such studies. Of course, a tbeoretical analysis, by methods similar 
to those used in cbemical engineering, of the effects of. scal ing
down will be needed. 
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Discussion. 

SHERIF M.K. :JVllat is the opiniol/ of Prof Broda abOlII tlle app/i
catiol/ 0/ I!adioactive isotopes il/ tlle determination of tlle 
layer.\' 0/ underground water and also tlle direclio/l and tlle 
velocity of underground water J 

BRODA E. : The best method for the detection ' of underground 
water is based on the slowing-down of fast neutrons (kind of 
neutron-neutron Jogging). The velocity and direction of under
ground water flow is in most cases measured best with radio
active iodide ion. 

C.C.! 


